
Friday 13th May    

Lower Junior 

News! 
‘We believe in the power of YET! 

 
Hello everyone,  
 

Well done to all the children this week, 

they have worked hard and have 

produced some wonderful pieces of 

work. In geography they were looking at 

flags and different countries and how 

they differ. IN RE they were 

identifying different Hindu Gods and 

their values. In science they completed 

an investigation into reflections using 

mirrors. In Spanish the children were 

learning body parts.  

 

In English the children started their 

new topic of Twisted Tales. First, they 

were given images and had to raise 

questions and make predictions based on 

what they thought the story was. They 

then orally retold a fairy-tale but a 

twisted version. Finally, they wrote a 

letter as one of the dwarves from Snow 

White complaining about Snow White’s 

living habits. In maths the children 

worked on multiplication problems and began finding fractions. 

Year 4 children have also completed their persuasive writing and began making predictions about fairy 

tales raising questions and making predictions.  In maths they have started fractions looking at equivalent 

fractions, unit and non-unit fractions before moving onto fraction of amounts.   

 

Tempest Photography – Wednesday 25th May will be taking extra individual photographs for 

all year groups. Year 6’s and Reception will not have these taken as they had theirs this 

week.  
 

Please remind children to read each night. Also, to use TTRS on sound check mode 

to practise their times tables.  
 

Spanish Phrase - What’s up? — ¿Qué pasa 

 

Home learning 

Year 3: Determiners and Fractions  

Year 4: Conjunctions and Multiples 

 

 

A huge well done to the stars of the week: 
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Junior 1    Junior 2    Miss Williamson  

Leo Lloyd Fury                             Callum Eccles                                           Max Ford 

Oliva Speakman                              Noel Ashton                                          Alahna Gray 

                                                      

 

Mr Jennings , Mr Roberts & Miss Williamson  


